
Lighting to go 

LUCTRA  FLEX now available with additional base  

 

Iserlohn, 3 May 2022: Independent and flexible – that’s today’s way of life. To meet these demands, 
the LUCTRA® FLEX mobile lamp is now available with an additional stand. This gives the award-
winning light limitless scope for application as it no longer has to lean against something when in use. 
The additional base makes the battery-operated lamp even more versatile. 

No matter where you use the lamp, you can still lean it against walls or furniture, but it’s no longer a 
must. LUCTRA  FLEX supplies good light exactly where it is needed at any time of day for up to 25 
hours without a power socket. 

The lamp holder LUCTRA FLEX SOLO can be easily fitted in just a few steps and provides a stable 
base for your lamp wherever it is located. The body of the lamp can be tilted either forwards or 
backwards. The steel base weighs just 500 g and is approx. 35 cm in size. It is compatible with all 
LUCTRA FLEX lamps and is available from specialist retailers as an accessory product.   

 

 

Flexible application  

LUCTRA  FLEX  weighs in at just 2 kg and is 130 cm high – a very practical size and weight. It can 
easily be moved around and used anywhere in your house, garden or office. The lamp head is also 
rotatable by 180° and can be used for indirect lighting as well. The rubberised edge protection can be 
adjusted easily and protects the lamp when it is leaning against rough furniture surfaces. This 
cordless lamp is available in the orange, black, white and aluminium. 



 
Atmospheric lighting  
Just like the table and floor lamps in the LUCTRA  range, LUCTRA  FLEX can almost perfectly simulate 
natural daylight. Not only does this useful lamp provide pleasant lighting wherever users require, it 
also supports their internal clock and thus enhances their happiness and well-being. Especially for the 
hours of relaxation, LUCTRA  FLEX  creates a cosy lighting atmosphere. 

 
 
An early prize winner  
LUCTRA  FLEX has already received several awards for its functionality and modern minimalist 
design. In addition to the ICONIC Award, the youngest member of the LUCTRA  family has also been 
presented with the German Design Award. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


